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Introduction

Overview of AI’s growing role in 
education:

• AI is increasingly being
integrated into educational
practices, enhancing learning
experiences and outcomes.

Importance of AI literacy and 
pedagogical literacy:

• Educators need to develop both
AI literacy to effectively use these
tools and pedagogical literacy to 
integrate them into their teaching
practices.



Recognizing Needs for Clear Language

Educators start recognizing the need for clearer, more specific language to improve AI 
responses. The process is iterative.

"Create an exercise material on sentence elements and main clause/subordinate clause. The sentence 
elements I want to include are subject, predicate, direct object, indirect object, predicative 
complement, adverbial, and attribute. I would like you to make an exercise for each sentence element 
first, then an exercise where you work with all the sentence elements simultaneously. After that, an 
exercise to identify main clauses and subordinate clauses, and finally an exercise where you identify 
which sentence element the subordinate clause constitutes."

"Can you make five exercise examples for each part instead of two? And make sure that the 
predicative complement follows the words 'vara' (to be), 'bliva' (to become), 'heta' (to be called), 
'kallas' (to be called) and their different forms?"



Linguistic Precision in AI Interactions

Experimentation with natural language 
prompts:

• Educators initially use everyday language 
to interact with AI tools, exploring their 
capabilities.

Recognizing the need for precise language:

• To get accurate and relevant responses, 
educators learn the importance of using 
precise language in their prompts.



Generative AI Literacy

Examples of initial quizzes and 
iterative refinement:

• Refining AI-generated quizzes by 
improving prompt precision, leading 
to better outcomes.

Learning concepts like “plausibility” 
and “distractors”:

• Through refining prompts, educators 
discover important concepts for 
creating effective quizzes.



Dialogue with AI (Vera)

AI as a colleague:

• Engaging in conversations with AI 
tools like Vera to refine pedagogical 
literacy.

Examples of dialogues improving 
literacy:

• Dialogues with "Vera" help to clarify 
and develop pedagogical ideas since 
the AI can ask questions, make 
conclusions and suggest new 
theoretical perspectives from the 
conversation.



Meta-Perspective

Developing meta-perspective:

• The development of a meta-
perspective on teachers practice is 
interconnected with the refining of
professional language.

Broader reflections and strategic
thinking:

• Meta-perspective develops broader
reflections on pedagogical strategies
and the outcomes of AI-generated
material.



Teachers as practitioners becoming more 
theoretical orientated

• Teaching includes many practic elements. Theories behind the 
pedagogical ideas are seldom in focus when planning, implementing and 
assessing even if they are in the background.

• Interacting with AI forces teachers to consider their theoretical 
framework and can also suggest or lead to new theoretical perspectives

• Engaging with theoretical concepts and frameworks enhances 
professional development.



Conclusions

Linguistic Precision:

• Refining professional language is essential for effective AI interactions and broader
pedagogical reflections.

Meta-Perspective:

• Developing a meta-perspective is crucial for integrating strategic thinking into everyday
educational practices.

Theoretical Professional Development:

• Engaging with theoretical concepts and frameworks enhances professional
development and improves teaching practices.



Thank you!

Contact:

niklas.karlsson@kunskapsforbundet.se
kristin.egstal@kunskapsforbundet.se

Custom GPTs: https://chatgpt.com/g/g-3RBJxzYB1-
content-generation-from-syllabus-and-n-c-coseaq-c

Github: https://github.com/tikankika
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